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 I have crawled articles using Python, but I am not able to take the crawl data and run it in kaggle Notebooks. Is this possible? If
yes, how can I achieve it? A: I would recommend posting your issue on the Kaggle forums if you are not able to get this

working. There is also a Kaggle Group for python users. Use the public kaggle datasets to train your models. There are many
datasets you can use, but for the example I'm going to use the Pima Indians diabetes dataset. The data set is available as a simple

text file, which we'll upload and load in Python as a dictionary, and we'll train a simple logistic regression. First, we'll make a
directory to hold our model and data files. First we'll load the raw data into a dictionary. There are several ways to do this. We
will use the.read_csv() method, which can be used like this: raw_data = pd.read_csv("", sep = "\\s+", header=None) Next, we'll
clean the data by removing any rows that have no values for the attributes. This is done using the sklearn drop_invalid() method:
clean_data = raw_data.drop_invalid(['diabetes','sex']) We'll use the logistic regression algorithm to build a model to determine if

someone has diabetes or not: from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression model = LogisticRegression()
model.fit(clean_data['diabetes'], clean_data['diabetes']) We can print the summary of the model to see how the classifier

performed. print(model.score(clean_data['diabetes'])) We can now save the model and data into separate files for later use. We
can save the model using the pickle module: with open("pima_log_reg.pkl", "wb") as f: pickle.dump(model, f) We can also save

the data to a file: with open("pima 82157476af
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